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Mo Fangqin did not know what to feel. She knew that Yun Chujiu had deliberately mentioned her to 

help her improve her impression of her. But, why would a country bumpkin help her? Didn’t a country 

bumpkin know that she was Madam Luo’s spy? With her intelligence, how could she not know what she 

was doing? 

 

 

Just as Mo Fangqin was in a daze, Yun chujiu tugged at her sleeve and said in a crisp voice, “Thank you, 

grandfather. Third sister and I will be here on time tomorrow to read with you.” 

 

 

Mo xiaoting nodded, “You guys can go back first. Come back tomorrow morning.” 

 

 

Yun Chujiu and Mo Fangqin bowed and left Mo Xiaoting’s study room. 

 

 

Mo Fangqin did not regain her senses for a long time. It felt like a dream until Yun chujiu mumbled, 

“Third sister, get rid of the tree branch on my body first. It’s so embarrassing to parade around like this!” 

 

 

Mo fangqin pursed her lips. Now she knew how embarrassing it was. She looked quite proud when she 

carried the tree branch on her back just now. 

 

 

The two of them untied the ropes on each other’s bodies. Mo fangqin asked in a low voice, “Aren’t you 

here to complain? Why Don’t you ask grandfather how to deal with Jun Chen?” 

 



 

Yun chujiu smiled sinisterly, “Third sister, just learn from me! At this moment, silence is better than 

words. If I don’t mention it, grandfather will also teach that idiot a good lesson. If I mention it, it will 

make me seem petty.” 

 

 

Mo Fangqin was deep in thought after hearing Yun Chujiu’s words. This country bumpkin was really full 

of bad ideas. However, would grandfather really punish Jun Chen? 

 

 

When Mo fangqin came back to her senses, she was stunned. “Big Sister, where are we going? Aren’t we 

going to listen to He Xuan?” 

 

 

“Are you stupid? ! Of course, we are going to pay our respects to grandmother. At the same time, we 

are going to tell grandmother this exciting good news.”Yun Chujiu said with a smile. 

 

 

Mo Fangqin’s eyes twitched. Pay her respects? You should be the one showing off! Oh God, could she 

refuse? She didn’t want to be implicated! 
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Mo Fangqin was only thinking about it because she knew that it was useless to say it. Yun Chujiu had 

plenty of ways to force her into submission. 

 

 

The two of them soon arrived at the main courtyard. Before they entered the house, they could hear the 

lively laughter inside. 



 

 

Mo fangqin said in a low voice, “It’s probably because first aunt, third aunt, and my cousins are all here. 

Don’t mess around later, lest you drag me down with you!” 

 

 

“Don’t worry! When have I ever messed around? ! I’m the most low-key person. Let’s go, let’s go in. I 

reckon that they’re secretly eating good food!” 

 

 

Hearing Yun Chujiu’s words, Mo fangqin felt even more uncertain. You’re Low-key? If you keep a low 

profile, then there will be no high profile person! Oh God, Oh Earth, please pray that this bumpkin 

doesn’t have a stroke! 

 

 

Two maids stood at the door. When they saw Yun Chujiu and Mo fangqin, they wanted to stop them. 

Apart from Mo Xiaoting and Mo Junchen, everyone else had to be notified by the maids before they 

could enter. 

 

 

Yun chujiu did not care about those stupid rules. She grabbed the two maids and jumped in. 

 

 

Mo fangqin felt a sudden pain in her temple. She had a premonition that this country bumpkin was 

going to cause trouble again! However, since Yun Chujiu had already entered, she could only follow in 

with a stiff face. 

 

 



The harmonious atmosphere in the room suddenly became stagnant. Everyone’s gaze turned to Yun 

Chujiu and Mo Fangqin. To be more precise, they all turned to Yun Chujiu. 

 

 

Old Madam Liu snorted coldly. “What an unpresentable thing! Don’t you know the rules when you enter 

an Elder’s room? !” 

 

 

Mo fangqin’s face flushed red, but she did not say anything. She felt that it was better to leave this kind 

of situation to the country bumpkins. 

 


